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EVALUATION CRITERIA

GOLD COAST
CULTURAL PRECINCT
DESIGN COMPETITION
TEAM
For the purpose of providing a high quality -world class- design for
the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct Design Competition we come together to assemble a world class team with extensive knowledge
geared specifically towards this project.

D O N I S
DESIGN AND PROJECT LEAD

ENGINEERING

Drees &
Sommer

LOCAL
CONSULTANT

The Rotterdam based architecture office, DONIS, leads the design
effort and is supported by the engineering offices of Drees & Sommer and the local architecural office Bild Architecture. Each office
provides valuable knowledge and experience, as well as a history
of previous collaborations, thus creating a strong foundation to invision this project for the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct.

D O N I S

Drees & Sommer
AdvancedBuilding
Technologies GmbH

Bild Architecture

DESIGN AND PROJECT LEAD

ENGINEERING CONSULTANCY
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Team Leader

DONIS
Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Mexico City, Mexico
www.donis.org
Fernando Donis

DONIS is an international office based in Rotterdam practicing architecture and engaging in projects for the city. The office is engaged on defining an architectural system to rethink the relationship between architecture and economy.
DONIS is currently developing projects in the United Arab Emirates, Mexico and the Netherlands. Previously recognized with the
first prize for the International Competition for the National Courthouse in Paris, DONIS received the Dubai ThyssenKrupp Elevator
Architecture Award 2009. DONIS was also awarded the first prize
for the design of a new gateway to the City of London in honour of
the 2012 Olympic Games. DONIS is directed by Fernando Donis
and managed by Daphne Schuit.
Prior to founding DONIS, Fernando Donis led numerous projects
at the Office for Metropolitan Architecture together with Rem Koolhaas for seven years; as designer of projects such as the Renaissance Tower in Dubai, Porsche Design Towers in Dubai, New Jeddah International Airport in Saudi Arabia, the CCTV headquarters
building in Beijing, and leading multiple projects and competitions
such as Aramco Cultural Center, Gazprom Headquarters, Ghent
Forum, Guangzhou Opera House, Cordoba Congress Center,
among many others -including several master plans. Graduated
in Mexico, and from the Architectural Association in London, Fernando Donis founded DONIS right at the world’s economic turning
point, as an international office practicing architecture and engaging in projects for the city.
AWARDS
Honourable Mention, Busan Lantern, Opera House and Grand 		
Theater, International Competition, South Korea, 2011
First prize, London Gate, New Landmark for Aldgate International
Competition, London, UK, 2010
Honorable Mention, Busan De-urbanization, International Com-		
petition for Gadeokdo Masterplan, Busan, Korea, 2010
Finalist, Guadalajara Amphitheater, Performing Arts for Guadalajara University, National Competition, México, 2009
Finalist, Teheran Subtraction, International Competition for 		
Benetton,Teheran, Iran, 2009
First prize, Dubai Frame, XI ThyssenKrupp Elevator Architecture
Award, 2009
Finalist, Buenos Aires Marco, International Competition for
Argentina’s 2010 Bicentenario, Buenos Aires, 2009
First prize, Paris Reflection, International Competition for the 		
‘Palais de Justice’ National Courthouse, Paris, 2006
First Prize, National Prize of Architectural Composition ‘Mario 		
Pani’, México, 1996
Second Prize, National Imagery Museum, Monterrey N.L., 		
México, 1995

Drees & Sommer
Stuttgart, Germany
www.dreso.com
Dipl.-Ing. Michael Duder

Drees & Sommer is an engineering service provider and
consultant. The three main divisions of the company are Project
Management, Real Estate Consulting and Engineering (building
design & construction and infrastructure sectors). Projects of
all sizes are supported from the initial idea through realization
to building operation. Drees & Sommer focuses in particular on
Green Building and Green Development: From management
consulting to certification, Drees & Sommer covers all sustainable
building and development services as well as the appropriate
international Green Building Labels. A further service focus is on
the optimization of established buildings.
Drees & Sommer has been assisting private and public builders
as well as investors for more than 40 years. This partner-managed
company, has its headquarters located in Stuttgart, and is
represented in 34 locations around the world, and sets the trend in
the area of development management, infrastructure consulting,
project management, real estate consulting and engineering.
founded in 1980.
DISTINCTIONS
- German market leader in Facility Management Consulting and
Green Building Consulting
- Certified quality management and environmental management
system according to DIN ISO9.000 pp/DIN ISO14.000 pp
- LEED Accredited Professionals, BREEAM Licensed Assessors,
Auditor for DGNB Label HafenCity Label, Hamburg
The Drees & Sommer consultancy team will be led by Michael
Duder. Michael Duder received his degree in Structural
Engineering from the University of Stuttgart. Afterwhich, he joined
the engineering firm Werner Sobek where he grew to member of
the Board and Team Leader Architecture and General Planning. In
2011 he joined Drees & Sommer as the Head of structural
engineering department. Since 1995 Michael Duder is a member
of “Chamber of engineers of Baden-Württemberg“.

Bild Architecture
Melbourne, Australia
www.bild.com.au
Ben Milbourne

Bild Architecture is a cross disciplinary design studio, focused on
architecture and urbanism. Based in Melbourne and established
in 2008 by Ben Milbourne, Bild works collaboratively with clients,
consultants and the broader community to unlock a project’s
internal logic; using the unique convergence of social context, site
and brief as a springboard for design innovation.
Bild has a broad range of project experience, with particular
expertise in urban scale regeneration and design. Bild’s
analysis and master plan designs provide for effective and wellsubstantiated development frameworks. Bild has direct knowledge
and familiarity with a wide range of national and international
masterplan and public realm projects. This knowledge base of
real-world situations allows for informed comparative analysis,
supporting the studies and design proposals that will emerge
through the work programme, culminating in a strategic approach
to urban design for the site. This methodology enables synthesis
of the often-competing interests involved in a project, generating a
solution that not only addresses these requirements but transcends
them, providing unique sustainable solutions.
Bild approaches sustainability from the outset of every project to
integrate simple, economic and yet effective design strategies
to minimize environmental impact both during construction/
manufacture and the whole life of our projects. The studio is
committed to discovering unique solutions for each and every
project, with all projects realized and enhanced through a process
of open collaboration with the client, consultants and contractor,
delivering taylored projects of exceptional design quality.
Bild has contributed work to the Australian exhibition at the last
two Venice Architecture Biennales, and is widely published
both domestically and internationally. As practice director, Ben
Milbourne maintains ongoing links with leading universities,
teaching architecture and urban design at RMIT, Melbourne and
Monash universities.
Bild Architecture is and A+ member of the Australian Institute of
Architects.
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GOLD COAST

D O N I S

D O N I S

CULTURAL PRECINCT
DESIGN COMPETITION
D O N I S

LA PAZ PARKS La Paz, Mexico

GUADALAJARA AMPHITHEATER Mexico

DUBAI SOUK Dubai, United Arab Emirates

15,000 m2: Performing Arts Center for Guadalajara University
Finalist, National Competition

85,000 m2: retail, 5-star hotel, parking
Under Development

Bild Architecture

D O N I S

D O N I S

Blurred House (Melbourne, Victoria)
Status: Completed

CALIFORNIA GRID U.S.A.
100-200 -bed modular hospital and sports facilities
International Competition

Bild Architecture

D O N I S FOR OMA
OMA
jeddah airport
		
(jeddah, saudi arabia)
status		
commission

DUBAI FRAME Dubai, United Arab Emirates
1 ha. and 1.5km linear park
Under Construction

Green Square Library & Plaza (Sydney, Australia)
Status: competition entry

150 x 105 m: library, cafe, observatory
Under Development

D O N I S

D O N I S

NEW JEDDAH AIRPORT Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Fernando Donis in charge together with Rem Koolhaas, for OMA

Bild Architecture

D O N I S FOR OMA
CCTV HEADQUARTERS

Beijing, China

Fernando Donis in charge together with Rem Koolhaas, for OMA
Transiting Cities (Latrobe Valley)
Status: shortlisted competition entry

Bild Architecture
OSLO SQUARE Oslo, Norway

CABO SAN LUCAS PLAZA Cabo San Lucas, Mexico

33,600 m2; National Museum of Art, Architecture and Design
International Competition

Drees &
Sommer
Spiegel-Headquarters, Hamburg / Germany

24,185 m2; Museum of Art and Biodiversity
Restricted invited competition

Drees &
Sommer
1 Bligh Street, Sydney, Australia

Drees &
Sommer
Roche Bau1, Basel / Switzerland

Geelong Vision (Geelong, Victoria)
Status: ongoing
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GOLD COAST CULTURAL PRECINCT
Since the millennia cultural precincts have identified cities and
their culture. Cultural precincts have included monumental space
or forms representing not only the art and development of a civilization, but also the collective spirit of a particular culture, its deities, beliefs, art, and technology. Those archetypical forms have
become the unambiguous characterization of the people and the
symbols of the cities they populate.
We propose for Gold Coast an unprecedented -ancient and modern- cultural precinct within the classic figure of the squared spiral;
a universal -yet from now on very specific- form which will become
the new symbol of Gold Coast, a form attracting not only its citizens to gather but also ‘imploding’ the international community to
identify and visit Gold Coast.
This 360-meter square spiral defines not only the cultural programs but a rainforest at the new iconic peninsula. Program is
organized coiling from the connecting bridge towards the center
of the site where the City Council building sits, enhanced by the
surrounded architecture, highlighting its civic importance. The required programs are either added within this loop or relocated from
prior outdated structures, to be dismantled. From Inside out, the
Living Arts Centre initiates the sequence after a grand lobby, followed either by the Museum or Administrative areas, which could
be also allocated at the ground floor level; liberating space for the
museum rooms. The New Arts Museum turns to reach Bundall
Road where the main access concourse including buses, taxis
and general drop-off is covered. This outer ring of the complex
allows for extension areas flexible to receive either cultural or commercial programs; ‘guarding’ the inner core of the museum. This
extension covers the needed parking and integrates a proposed
long pier, granting accessibility through the water.
The complex is not only an iconic compound but a symbiosis of
sustainable development between nature and architecture. Rather
than creating a large structure next to the Artscape greenery, the
purpose of the project is to create a total ‘green’ organization, nature within architecture. Located at the ground floor, a rainforest
sits amidst the building shading and cooling its facades providing
also communal space for cultural activities below. Trees offer indirect views across the one-level project, inviting to the continual
discovery of its cultural facilities. A green roof with shorter vegetative species complements the forest below with a more open
and sunny landscape, where sports could be practiced. Australian ‘tree-top-walks’ would link the several programs of the building short-cutting distances when needed, complementing the total
green experience of the project. The roof collects rainwater that
will not only complement irrigation, but also provide sufficient water to the building’s everyday’s needs.
This ‘urban well being concept’ will include a sustainable barometric ventilation system where the main wind from east/south east
would be regulated via automatic operable window flaps in the
facade of the building. Additionally, to optimize the flexibility of the
construction grid, a prefabricated “bubbledeck-system” would be
used to increase static performance, economic costing, reducing
weight and amount of columns, as well as a swift construction.
Under this structure, as well as within the green spiral, temporary
activities such as farmer’s market, cinema, open-air exhibitions,
city information would take place. Avoiding the risk of flooding the
museum’s collections by elevating the building, this space of opportunity for the community is created, for ‘any’ cultural happening.
This project proposes a cultural precinct that recollects the geometric absoluteness of the ancient pyramidal forms and timeless
monuments, the collective character of the antique amphitheaters,
the functional organization of a classic courtyard museum; forming
concurrently a contemporary large public park.
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Pyramids of Giza

Teotihuacan

New Arts Museum

Hyde Park

Colosseum

Shwedagon Pagoda

Chichen Itza

Borobudur Temple

Louvre
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PROGRAM

100m²

Living Arts Centre (14421 m2)
Entrance
New Arts Museum (17000 m2)
Administrative (5000 m2)
Extension (31359 m2)

GROUND FLOOR

TEMPORARY FUNCTIONS
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ACCESSIBILITY

GROUND FLOOR CIRCULATION

MUSEUM CIRCULATION
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